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HELMETS

LIGHT & SAFE

Certification  CEAeroComb

Designed in CZ 

InMold

BugNet

Magnetic lock

AirFlow

ErgoFix

X-protectAntibacterial 

Low weight
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IN MOLD SHELL
Weight of the helmet is the key factor for comfort as well is 
as safety limit. Reduction of every gram of weight we take 
it as a challenge. IN MOLD technology is the most advanced 
method of production, thanks to which we are able to 
achieve the highest protective properties with the lowest 
possible weight. Durable helmet core made from hardened 
material / polystyrene is via heat and compression molding 
firmly connected with a polycarbonate shell. R2 helmets 
thanks to technology IN-MOLD excel in low overall weight. 
The compactness of the helmet improves shock absorption 
due to the better distribution of impact forces. We guarantee 
you that you will feel comfortable and safe throughout your 
journey. So ride with a R2 helmet and have a fun.

AIR FLOW
Recent surveys among athletes show that satisfaction 
with a bicycle helmet is most influenced by a factor how it 
feels comfortable to wear. Maximum comfort significantly 
affects the ability of the helmet adequately ventilate heat 
generated by sport activity. Great attention is therefore 
devote the maximum amount of openings and above all 
perfectly directed air flow inside the helmet. We strive to 
make the R2 helmet feel not only safe but also very comfort 
throughout sports.

X-PROTECT
R2 products are made exclusively by athletes who test 
and use their own products. Without compromising we 
insist on the highest safety standards in the segment of 
bicycle helmets. Selected models with the X-PROTECT label 
are increasing their protective ability due to larger and 
reinforced critical parts. Thanks MOLD IN the same time 
we are able to produce very lightweight helmets with an 
excellent ventilation capability, which together guarantees 
a high comfort of use.

CE - Safety pro
We garantee proved helmets safety. 

Reflectiv
Reflective elements increase athletes visibility.

X-protect
Increased security by increasing and intensifying the 
critical parts.

BugNet
Prevents flying insects while riding.

InMold Shell
Production technology, which makes the helmet of  
a single high-strength and lightweight unit

DualFix
Sophisticated system that is most adapted to the shape 
and size of the head. It can be manipulated with one hand 
using a pulling wheel.

New product
Seasonal news

AeroComb
Improved safety and ventilation of the helmet thanks to 
new honeycomb layer.

EasyLock
Allows you to fasten / unfasten helmet with one hand.

Designed in CZ
Designed in the Czech Republic.

Low weight
Low weight for more comfortable ride.

MagneticLock
Very easy fastening thanks to magnetic mechanism.
. 

Padding
Spare removable and washable padding with bug net.

ErgoFix
Fastening system that conforms to the shape and size of 
the head in two axes (vertical and horizontal). It can be 
manipulated with one hand using a pulling wheel.

Antibacterial
Aniti-bacterial removable and washable padding that can 
absorb sweat.

AirFlow
Smart system of ventilation removing unnecessary heat 
from the helmet.
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WIND

LIGHT & COMFORT 

ATH01K - Wind
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black / matt

ATH01A - Wind
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black carbon / gloss

ATH01G - Wind
M: 56 - 58 cm 
black, white, pink / matt

Race with the Wind. It is manufactured by 
high technology In-mold, which ensures the 
highest safety standard. The combination of 22 
ventilation holes, low weight, perfect fit and 
aerodynamic shape gives a perfect comfort. 
With a removable shield WIND fit on the road 
and into MTB as well. Practical clamping sys-
tem that optimally adapts to the shape and size 
of the head ensures a perfect fit of the helmet 
on the head. Antibacterial lining removable 
mesh insect takes care of perspiration.

ATH01L - Wind
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
fluo yellow, grey / matt

ATH01J - Wind
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
blue, fluo yellow  / matt

08-09

weight: M 220g, L 240g
ventilation holes: 22



PRO-TEC

SPORTY & TECHNO 

ATH02M - Pro-Tec
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
black, blue / matt, gloss

Highly ambitious helmet R2 Pro-tec is ideal for 
cyclists who cannot be satisfied with the com-
promise. Underlines the sporty look of this 
unique helmet that offers maximum comfort 
while maintaining a low weight and high safe-
ty through In-mold high technology. 23 vents 
weight of 230 grams and two axis adjustable 
mounting system = super comfort of Pro Tec 
helmets. Check yourself.

weight: M 230g, L 250g
ventilation holes: 23

ATH02I - Pro-Tec
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
grey, red / matt

ATH02J - Pro-Tec
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
black, white / matt

ATH02N - Pro-Tec
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
black / matt, gloss

ATH02O - Pro-Tec
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
black, fluo yellow / matt, gloss
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ARROW

SPEED & PERFORMANCE

ATH04H - Arrow
S: 54 - 56 cm  /M: 56 - 58 cm
black, pink / matt

Perfectly ventilated helmet with 24 holes, 
which allowed to reduce weight down to 
220 grams while maintaining 100% security 
standard. Easy clamping and above all very 
comfortable to wear thanks to the soft and 
also antibacterial padding. Arrow is equipped 
with protection against flying insects.

weight: S, M 220g, L 240g
ventilation holes: 24

ATH04D - Arrow
S: 54 - 56  / M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black, grey / matt

ATH04E - Arrow
S: 54 - 56  / M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
white, black / matt

ATH04F - Arrow
S: 54 - 56  / M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black, red / matt

ATH04J - Arrow
S: 54 - 56  / M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
fluo yellow / matt
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TRAIL

BUNNY & ENJOY

ATH08D- Trail
M: 55 - 59 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
blue, orange / matt

R2 Trail - innovation in design and safety. Com-
fortable helmet for all-day riding off-road 
with increased scruff protection. Adjustable 
clamping system, removable label and anti-
bacterial inner lining are the main benefits.

weight: M 395g, L 405g
ventilation holes: 16

ATH08F- Trail
M: 55 - 59 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
red, blue / matt

ATH08G- Trail
M: 55 - 59 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
green, fluo yellow / matt
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ATH08H - Trail
MM: 55 - 59 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black, fluo yellow / matt



ROCK

SMOOTH & PROPER 

We have been asked for perfect ventilation 
helmet, so we have brought the ROCK model. 
23 strategically positioned vents for optimum 
ventilation and the pleasant comfort. Used 
IN MOLD technology will guarantee that your 
skull will be protected by the best possible 
technology in the bicycle industry.

ATH11D - Rock
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
blue, green / matt

weight: M 255g, L 275g
ventilation holes: 23

ATH11E - Rock
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
green / matt

ATH11A - Rock
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
white, black, grey / matt

ATH11B - Rock
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
black, grey / matt

ATH11C - Rock
M: 56 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 62 cm
black, fluo yellow / matt
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CORK

TRICKY & JUMPY 

Helmet inspired by the street is a new item in 
R2 menu. Cool helmet for all sorts of freesty-
le sports, including BMX. Who wants to look 
free, yet comfortable and safe to wear a hel-
met, for it is Cork the first choice.
 

ATH12C - Cork
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
green, fluo yellow / matt

ATH12D - Cork
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
grey / matt

ATH12A - Cork
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black  / matt
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weight: M 380g, L 400g
ventilation holes: 16



TOUR

EASY & TRANQUIL

ATH13B - Tour
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
white, grey  / matt

Tour is our economic offer for recreational 
athletes. This beautiful helmet still offer an 
unexpected comfort and most importantly, 
perfect protection with excellent weight 
of 225 grams.

weight: M 225g, L 245g
ventilation holes: 20

ATH13C - Tour
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black, fluo yellow  / matt

ATH13A - Tour
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black, grey  / matt
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ATH13D - Tour
M: 55 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
white, pink  / matt



SPYKER

UNIQUE & TRIUMPHAL

Spyker is the best helmet ever developed by 
R2. Modern technology made from Spyker the 
R2 flagship. Excellent ergonomics and aerody-
namics along with revolutionary ventilation 
system AEROCOMB form the perfect helmet 
for the perfect biking day. Honeycomb techno-
logy of internal skeleton reduced the weight 
limit down to 320 grams while increasing 
overall safety. Spyker also offers a completely 
new MAGNETIC LOCK connection clamping 
strip, which significantly increases user-fri-
endliness of this helmet.

ATH14C - Spyker
M: 54 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
camo / matt

ATH14A - Spyker
M: 54 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
black / matt

ATH14B - Spyker
M: 54 - 58 cm  / L: 58 - 61 cm
fluo yellow  / matt
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weight: M 320g, L 340g
ventilation holes: 30



BONDY

SECURE & LIGHTWEIGHT

ATH07D - Bondy
S: 52 - 56 cm / M: 56 - 58 cm 
green, blue, white / gloss

R2 Bondy is comfortable helmet produced 
using the IN MOLD technology which guaran-
tees the maximum protection while is still 
lightweight. Bondy is equipped with Dual Fix 
fitting system and also with the required pro-
tection against flying insects .

weight: S 220g, M 240g
ventilation holes: 15

ATH07B - Bondy
S: 52 - 56 cm / M: 56 - 58 cm 
grey,  fluo yellow / gloss

ATH07G - Bondy
S: 52 - 56 cm / M: 56 - 58 cm 
white, pink / gloss
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ATH07C - Bondy
S: 52 - 56 cm / M: 56 - 58 cm 
pink, purple / gloss



ATH05E - Armour
XS: 48 - 52
pink, white / gloss

ATH10A - Ducky
XS: 48 - 52
pink, white / gloss

ARMOUR

JOYFUL & JOLLY

DUCKY

KIDDY&PRETTY

Comfortable, yet very secure helmet for our 
juniors and young girls. Precious 4 different 
designs of Czech brand R2, protection against 
insects and perfect price.

R2 Ducky - comfortable and safe child model 
helmet with beautiful designs. Equipped with 
insect mesh, stable and clamping plate, which 
is a part of the shape.

weight: XS 220g
ventilation holes: 9

weight: XS 195g
ventilation holes: 10

ATH10E - Ducky
XS: 48 - 52
red, yellow / gloss

ATH10G - Ducky
XS: 48 - 52
white, blue / gloss

ATH10D  - Ducky
XS: 48 - 52
blue / gloss
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ATH05G- Armour
XS: 46 - 52
blue / gloss

ATH05I- Armour
XS: 46 - 52
pink / gloss

ATH05H - Armour
XS: 46 - 52
green, yellow / gloss

ATH10B - Ducky
XS: 48 - 52
white, pink / gloss



COMFORT & PROTECTION

GLOVES

ElasticPro

PaddedPro

ProGel

StableHold

Breathable

Designed in CZ

TouchPro

AntiSlip

ProWipe

28-29



ladie`s
XXS XS S M L

6 6,5 7 7,5 8

men`s
S M L XL XXL

8 8,5 9 9,5 10

kids & junior

3 4 6 8 10 12 14

2-3Y 3-4Y 4-6Y 6-8Y 9-10Y 10-12Y 12-14Y

EASY OFF 
Technology of take down rings is a simple, but very useful 
benefit. Downloading sweaty gloves, their subsequent 
turning upside down, it‘s certainly not a popular discipline 
for athletes. Take down rings on gloves R2 greatly facilitate 
the whole process and so increase user comfort product 
again. They are also purposefully made from silicone so as 
to increase the slip properties of the glove.

PADDED PRO
The most important benefit of gloves is their user-
friendliness. R2 gloves are personally tested permanently 
and in all weather conditions. All seams and padding are 
designed to provide a maximum comfort. The materials 
used are strictly ANTI SLIP to ensure safety and smooth 
grip. R2 gloves with padding PRO technology will make you 
feel confident and comfortable whenever you go for your 
sports experience.

ELASTIC PRO
ELASTIC PRO accepts individuality and uniqueness of each 
of us. R2 gloves are made from elastic materials in order 
to offer perfectly fitting gloves. That‘s why we use either  
a mesh or the Lycra. Netting itself is very elastic and also 
very well removes sweating. Lycra is a useful benefit in 
gloves when it is necessary high insulation properties 
while maintaining a sufficient degree of „breathing“ 
materials.

EasyOff
Significantly facilitates removing.

Leather
Padding made from quality leather is sweat resistant and 
improves grip sensitivity and certainty.

AntiSlip
Fingertips with non-slip surfaces improves griping of 
handlebars, brakes, stick.

Waterproof
Prevents gloves from soaking.

PaddedPro
Padding reduces pressure sore in stressed areas.

Reflectiv
Reflective elements increase athletes visibility 

ProWipe
Fleece surface for  wiping.

ProGel
Gel reduces pressure sore  in stressed areas.

Thermo
Increases thermal comfort in cooler weather.

StableHold
Improves grip security, non-slip.

TouchPro
Touch screen usable. New product

Seasonal news.

ElasticPro
Made from a flexible material that conforms well 
to the hands shape.

Designed in CZ
Designed in CZ.

Breathable
Gloves breathe better and carry off the misture of wet and 
heat.

WindBlock
Allows you to increase thermal comfort or raing 
protection.



COMFORT & MOTION

BLIZZARD

SOFT & EASY

RILEY

RILEY gloves impresses with its simple and 
clean design. They have a very soft padding 
only where it is really useful and above all 
much practical ties. Minimizing the amount of 
seams guarantees that you will not be bothe-
red by gloves anywhere on your long ride or 
race. Riley will protect you, but you will still 
feel as if you have no gloves on.

Functional materials, ergonomic designs and 
passive safety are the main benefits of model 
Blizzard. The emphasis is on the anatomical 
shape for maintaining high sensitivity and in-
creasing the grip firmness and control. Safety 
reflective elements on the exposed places 
are visible at night up to three times farther 
distance. Modern waterproof and windproof 
materials protect against various weather 
conditions. 

ATR03A - Blizzard
black /  6 - 10

ATR03B - Blizzard
red, black / 6 - 10

ATR03C - Blizzard
fluo yellow, black / 6 - 10

ATR04A - Riley
black / S - XXL

ATR04B - Riley
red, black / S -XXL

ATR04C - Riley
fluo yellow, black / S - XXL
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LUCKY & SIMPLE

TUNE

PROS is a model for everyone who likes 
longfinger gloves. PROS are equipped with  
a soft non-slip padding on the palm to ensure a 
comfortable and secure grip. For a long-term 
comfort gloves are not vented only on the 
upper part, but also by a mesh opening on the 
palm. Thanks to the skin on the top of a thumb 
and forefinger you can easily control all touch 
screens. Frankly we can PROS recommend as 
one of our top models.

TUNE are light and delicate gloves for maxi-
mum comfort. TUNE is presented by a simple 
and clean design. Strategically placed padding 
on palm with PRO GEL technology ensures 
comfort. Moreover, instead of Velcro, this 
model comes with elastic opening for easy 
take on.

ATR05A - Tune
black / S - XXL

ATR05C - Tune
black, turquoise / S - XXL

ATR05D - Tune
black, fluo yellow / S - XXL

ATR05B - Tune
black, pink / S - XXL

ATR07C - Pros
black, turquoise / S - XXL

ATR07A - Pros
black / S - XXL

ATR07B - Pros
fluo yellow  / S - XXL
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LONGY & COOL

PROS



BEAUTIFUL & TASTEFUL

JULI

RETRO & STYLE

BRICK

ATR11A - Juli
black / XS - M

ATR11B - Juli
black, pink / XS - M

ATR11C - Juli
white, black / XS - M

BRICK are stylish retro gloves for true cycling 
lovers. Luxury quality through the skin used on 
the palm and comfort thanks to the padding 
inside the glove. Firm mesh on top of the glo-
ves makes BRICK gloves truly original piece of 
cyclist’s fashion.

ATR10C - Brick
colours UCI  / S - XXL

ATR10B - Brick
beige  / S - XXL

ATR10A - Brick
black  / S - XXL

JULI shape was developed specifically for 
women. And because we know that women 
like to round comfort and security, both JULI 
properties can offer. Comfort provides quality 
ProGel padding on the palms and EASY PULL 
rings for easy removing. Also provides cer-
tainty ANTISLIP material that securely holds 
hands on the handlebars. Clean and attractive 
design will be a nice complement to the beau-
tiful sportswomen.
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PERFECTION & REFLECTION

VOUK

R2 gloves 2 in 1 for winter cycling, running and 
cross-country skiing. Gloves can turn into mi-
ttens. Reflective prints, warm material, bre-
athable and windproof polar fleece, extended 
wrist to make you even more comfortable.

UNIVERSAL & FLEXIBLE

COVER

VOUK with gel pads are among the most so-
phisticated R2 gloves. Hands are perfectly 
protected from bruising and considerably 
reduce the incidence of so-called: “tingling in 
the hand”. They are equipped with reflective 
elements and special Velcro, which is kind to 
other things in the wash.

ATR21A - Cover
black / 6 - 10

ATR21B - Cover
fluo yellow, black /6 - 10

ATR19D - Vouk
black, fluo yellow / S - XXL

ATR19E - Vouk
black, turquoise / S - XXL

ATR19C - Vouk
black, red / S - XXL

ATR19A - Vouk
black  / S - XXL

ATR19B - Vouk
black, white / S - XXL
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FRIENDLY & HANDY

WAVE

APPROVED & BENEFICAL

SLIDER

ATR23B - Wave
black, white, turquoise / XS - M

ATR27A - Slider
black / 6 - 10

Slider are perfect gloves for an active winter 
sports - warm yet breathable and windpro-
of soft shell, padded palm and touch screen 
technology for controlling touch screens.

Very popular gloves with gel padding. 4 hila-
rious performance from Czech designers, 
from which you can choose. Gentle Velcro, 
which is friendly to other things in the wash. 
Gloves are equipped with rings for easy take 
off.

ATR27C - Slider
fluo yellow / 6 - 10

ATR23C - Wave
black, white, pink / XS - M

ATR23F - Wave
black, grey / XS - M

ATR23E - Wave
black, grey, white / XS - M



RIDE & CONTROL

CUBE

DURABLE & PAINLESS

ENDURO

Cube is universal cycling gloves that optimally 
function in the high temperature range thanks 
quality netting on top of the glove. The palm is 
gently cushioned with gel in the most affected 
areas. Take a ride with CUBE gloves and you 
can rely on comfort and perfect protection. 
And yes, the CUBE can easily control touch 
screens.

Gloves for a hard treatment, it is R2 ENDURO 
gloves. PRO GEL padding after short use per-
fectly adapts to the needs of the rider, and 
could thus become a highly comfortable co-
nnection between you and your bike. The top of 
gloves can remove the excess heat and sweat. 
Gentle Velcro delivers easy handling during 
use.

ATR29A - Cube
black, red  / S - XXL

ATR29C - Cube
black / S - XXL

ATR34B - Enduro
grey, red / S - XXL

ATR34F - Enduro
grey, fluo yellow / S - XXL

ATR34E - Enduro
black, pink, white / S - XXL

ATR34A - Enduro
black, white / S - XXL
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ATR29E - Cube
red, blue / S - XXL

ATR29B - Cube
black, fluo yellow / S - XXL



BONNY & BELOVED

VOSKA

Childrens gloves with a comfortable padding. 
Four nice designs from the Czech brand R2 
workshop for a very nice price tag. Children 
fall from bike or skates more often than adul-
ts, so the gloves are highly recommended.

Excellent junior gloves that will children like 
to wear due to maximum elastic material, 
which is perfectly able to adapt the shape of 
children‘s hands. Padding on the palm brings 
not only comfort, but also superior abrasion 
resistance in case of a fall. EasyOff shrink 
rings then greatly facilitate removing by chil-
dren or parents. Surely you can choose from 
several attractive color variants of the Loop.

ATR06B - Loop
turquoise, black  /6y - 14y

ATR06A - Loop
black, fluo yellow  /6y - 14y

ATR06D - Loop
pink, black  /6y - 14y

ATR06C - Loop
black, red  /6y - 14y

ATR08H - Voska
pink /3y, 4y

ATR08K - Voska
pink /3y, 4y

ATR08L - Voska
blue /3y, 4y

ATR08M - Voska
blue /3y, 4y

DUDE & KIND

LOOP
Junior

Kids
44-45

Junior
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STYLE & FIT & BENEFIT

GLASSES

Soft case

100% UV 

Designed in CZ 

Material TR90

Certification CE

Flexipad Impact Protection

Adjustable temples

Antislip 

Xchange

Pro optic 

Polarized

Ventilation 
system



Category 0: clear or very light filter
(visible light transmission 80-100%)

0

Sun filter category

Category 1: light filter
(visible light transmission 43-80%)

1

Price kategory

Category 2: medium dark filter
(visible light transmission 18-43%)

2

Category 3: very dark filter
(visible light transmission 8-18%)

3

Category 4: very dark filter (visible light 
transmission 3-8%) Category 4 is not 
suitable for driving motor vehicles. 

4

PHOTOCHROMATIC
A unique feature for glasses known as Photochromatic is the revolutionary attribute of industrial production of sports 
eyewear. This advanced technology delivers spectacle lenses a high versatility of use substantially in all light conditions. 
Chemical properties of lenses can react very quickly to the current intensity of UV radiation and darken / lighten the lens 
so adequately to environment. With this 
feature glasses provide a high user 
comfort during practically all possible 
lighting conditions, when every time 
ensures perfect vision. Gone is the 
need for interchangeable lenses or 
spectacles, Photochromatic goggles 
will adapt to you, and you will be able 
to enjoy its facilities.

POLARIZED
R2 Polarized is the technology to minimize eyestrain. 
Polarization of light is a technology that removes all the 
rays of light reflected from the surrounding areas of the 
visible spectrum, thereby creating a more realistic picture 
of reality and subjectively more real colors. Especially is 
not forcing the eye constantly respond to disturbing glares 
and thus effectively relaxes the eye. Statistics show that 
83% of customers who try out R2 Polarized glasses, are 
asking this feature again when the next purchase.

TR90
TR90 material is highly resistant material due to its exceptional flexibility and shape memory. It has been specially 
developed for extreme conditions, where are the demands for maximum strength and minimum weight. Using this 
innovative material also allows us to manufacture visually sophisticated models also responding to the increasing 
requirements for effectiveness of ergonomic sports glasses. Testing this material showed that the TR90 is able 5x 
extends the useful life of the product. Thanks to the flexibility of the material, glasses are very comfortable to wear 
themselves. Glasses made of TR90 will not disappoint you in any situation, because of its durability, low weight and 
shape memory gives you maximum protection and comfort and you can concentrate on your best performance.

Adjustable Strap
Prevents slipping sunglasses by extreme sports performance.

Platinum lenses 
Reduce eye fatigue thanks to special abrasion resistant mirror 
layer which significantly limits light transmittance in eyes by 
simply reflecting most of it.

NoFrame
Allow unlimited view in all directions even when bending down.

Hard Case
Hard case protects sunglasses or lenses againts the damage.

Adjustable temples
All directions adjustable temples / temple tips provide comfort 
during wear and at the same time provide a good grip on the head.

Polarized
Lenses eliminate annoying reflections, suitable for sport, driving, 
water activities. Polarization helps eyes to reduce their fatigue.

Ventilation system
Enables air flow through lenses which protects sunglasses from 
fogging.

XL
Sunglasses for bigger face.

AntiSlip
Antislip tips and nosepads. Prevent slip sunglasses which holds 
perfectly on your face.

100% UV
100% protection against UV radiation A, B, C guarantee.

ImpactProtection
Almost unbreakable lens material provides greater eye safety.

XS
Sunglasses for smaller face.

Pro Optic compatible
Optional - removable diopter clip. Sunglasses can be used without 
clip.

TR90
Extremely lightweight and very durable high-tech material 
with superior flexibility and shape memory, increased wearing 
comfort.

SweatProtect
SweatProtect prevents eyes from sweat flowing down.

CE - Safety pro
Certification CE

Flexipad
Adjustable for almost any face shape. Provides more comfort by 
wearing, the nosepad can be adjusted to the shape of the nose.

Soft case
The soft microfiber cleaning pouch protect sunglasses againts 
scratches. 

Xchange view 
Sunglasses that can adapt to weather conditions and actual situation 
by replacing various lenses.

Designed in CZ
All R2 products are developed and designed 
in the Czech Republic.

Photochromatic 
Lenses automatically darken  / lighten according to the intensity
 of sunlight. 

New product
Seasonal news.



CUTE & FRIENDLY

CHEETAH
COMFORTABLE & ADAPTABLE

RACER

    69       18       124

    72      15       120

AT054F - Cheetah  3,1       5AT054D - Cheetah  3,1    6 AT063L - Racer  1-3   9 AT063K - Racer  0-2   9

AT063H - Racer  1-3   9

AT063G - Racer  2,0   97

Like to ride? Seriously or just riding your 
race? Right for you, we have our TOP model 
RACER ;-) ... perfectly fitting and holding thanks 
to non-slip and adjustable tips and beam, in 
many colors and technical specifications! One 
of the lightest and most durable models.

Sports glasses Cheetah is a modern classic 
for sport and leisure. In addition, you can easi-
ly adapt to current conditions. Made from light 
and very durable TR90 material.
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SOVEREIGN & DURABLE

SKINNER

    78      20       119

MAJESTY & PROUD

CROWN

    70      16       135

His majesty. The most sophisticated model 
that we have ever created. Everything in the 
technology what really works is offered by 
the Royal Crown model. The simplest way to 
exchange lenses, super durable TR90 mate-
rial, non-slip temples and only model 78A with 
polarized lenses!

AT075G - Skinner  2,0       6AT075E - Skinner  3,0    6 AT078D - Crown  2,0    7 AT078A - Crown  3,0   8

Great protection and design, large selection 
of colors. The highest possible durability and 
lowest possible weight through TR90 mate-
rial. Interchangeable lenses!

AT075B - Skinner  2,0   6
AT075D - Skinner  3,0   6
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STYLISH & COOL

BUZZ XL

RESPECT & HARSH

MASTER

    72      20       117     59      13       139

Cool sport style model for sport, driving or 
just hangout. Good ventilation and most im-
portantly, extra durable TR90 material + 
polarized lenses!

MASTER is a stylish pair of glasses made for R2 
loyal fans looking for a model of recreational 
use. Thanks polarized lenses are also suitable 
for driving. TR90 material offers exceptional 
properties in terms of resistance and low 
weight.

AT081A - Buzz XL  3     7 AT086A - Master  3     7 AT086C - Master  3     7

AT086D - Master  3     7

AT081B - Buzz XL  3       7
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GRACIOUS & GRADE

ALLIGATOR

SPACIOUS & STABLE

SPEEDY

    140      0       115

    63      10       119

The modern trend of big lenses are projected 
into the design of SPEEDY. Great coverage of 
the eye increases comfort of use even at hi-
gher speeds of movement. Anti-slip temples 
for increased comfort and prevent unwanted 
movement of the glasses on your face.

ALLIGATOR sport glasses with non-slip tem-
ples sits perfectly and its universality is sui-
table for a wide range of indoor and outdoor 
sports. High quality at an affordable price.

AT087C - Alligator  3     3 AT087B - Alligator  1     3

AT087E - Alligator  1     3

AT088B - Speedy  3     4 AT088A- Speedy  3     4
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Export
Products made by and designed  
for sports enthusiasts. The latest 
technology, top materials, best 
benefits. R2 is the best thing we 
can do. Export to more than 35 
countries all around the world.

Display Totem  
height: 1800 mm
width: 250 mm
depth: 300 mm
capacity 22, stable, one sided

Display Trio  
height: 1600 mm
width: 250 mm
depth: 250 mm 
capacity 60, turning, stable, three - way

Banner  
width: 1500 mm
height: 700 mm

Flag 
width: 900 mm
height: 4500 mm 

Display Duo  
height: 1700 mm
width: 300 mm
depth: 260 mm 
capacity 40, turning, stable, double sidedWE 

TEST IT ! 
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graphics  & design  & photography for R2:

Catherine Life a.s.
U Prioru 1076/5
Praha 6 - 161 00

DISTRIBUTOR -  CZ
t e l . :  + 4 2 0  2 3 5 5 1 4 0 5 7
info@catherinelife.cz
www.catherinelife.com

for other countries distributors see www.R2.cz/en/


